2021

Big questions from
Children start asking a lot of questions around age 3, when the left side of their brains starts to mature.
It’s a good sign that their mind is expanding. In addition, it shows that their analytical skills are improving
every day. Some of their questions can be surprisingly difficult to answer in a way that’s age-appropriate.
This series of colourful books aims to help parents to answer
the most common questions in simple and
gently amusing ways.

Titles currently available.

Sample spreads

Format
Hard back, light weight board book with a
lift-the-flaps spread. 8 full colour spreads
180 mm high x 140 mm wide.
14 mm spine width.

• Lift the flaps on the

penultimate spread to
discover the answers
to more questions.

• Covers have a matt

finish with holographic foil
and deep embossed details.

More titles coming soon!
Why is there night and day?
Explains about the rotation of the earth, and the changing length of day
throughout the year.

Apr 2021

Why should I listen to Mummy and Daddy?
How to keep safe by listening to the advice of those that love you.

May 2021

Why do have to learn to read?
Explains the benefits of reading.

Jun 2021

Why should I share my things?
Learning the benefits of sharing with others.

Jul 2021

Why can’t I fly like a bird?
Explains the physical differences that allow birds to fly and why we can’t.

Aug 2021

Why are people not like me?
Explains that everyone has the same needs even if we have different customs,
speak different languages and look different.

Sep 2021

Why is the sky blue?
Find out about the colour spectrum of light.

Oct 2021

Why are you not afraid of the dark?
Find out how not to let our imaginations run wild when we can
not see in the dark.

Nov 2021

Why can’t I live underwater?
How do sea animals breath and live underwaterand why we
must always be careful near water.

Dec 2021

Why does the moon change shape?
Learning about the orbit of the earth and moon around the sun.
and the moons influence on the sea’s tides.

Jan 2022

10 titles in one book
This large format compilation of ten titles
aims to answer some of the most common
questions asked by young children.
It covers the following subjects:
Dinosaur extinction; Bees and Honey;
Rain; The water cycle; Illness;
Earth’s rotation; Dental hygene;
Learning to read; Healthy lifestyle,
and Listening to others.
Format
Hard back cover. Matt finish with
spot varnish highlights.
260 mm high x 202 mm wide. 144 pages.

Display Units
We can provide various display unit options for large orders.
From 24 copy shipper ‘shelf tray’ to 4-sided display ‘islands’.
24 title shelf/countertop
display unit.

144 title floorstanding display unit.

Trace the embedded word trail in each scene to find out where the cute characters go.
Children will love calling out the words as their finger passes under them.
Encouraging pre-emerging readers to take their first steps towards word recognition
and reading for themselves.

New titles for 2021
Format:
Hard back cover board book.
Matt finish with spot
varnish and cut-outs.
190 mm high x 190 mm wide
x 15 mm Spine.
10 pages. With up to
8 cut-out, touch-and-feel
elements per spread.
Each page leaf has a
wavy shaped edge.
Full colour throughout.

Sample spreads

• Die cut channels

shaped to reflect
the action
described in
the text.

• Pages are

die cut with
a tactile
wavy edge.

24 title shelf/countertop
display unit.

Display Unit
We can provide a 24 title
display unit for large orders.

We aim to educate young children
in innovative and entertaining ways.
Our wish is to promote a deeper,
more considerate, and empathetic
view of our wonderful world and
all it’s amazing inhabitants.
It is our sincere hope that our books
will have a lasting, positive impact
on children and influence the
choices they make in the future.
Where possible we will minimise the use
of non biodegradable materials
in everything we create.
Tardigrades arevery small
but remarkably resilient.
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